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 JUSTICE IN THE THOUGHT OF
 PIERRE-JOSEPH PROUDHON

 WILLIAM H. HARBOLD

 Whitman College

 VER SINCE Plato launched political science, justice and authority have
 been its two leading concepts. In his analysis, as in that of most writers,
 the problem has been that of just authority, or of an authoritative justice.

 A very few writers have separated the two concepts, or subordinated one to the
 other. Machiavelli, for example, clearly did not have a very significant place for
 justice in his estimate of the political process. In quite radical contrast, the anarch-
 ists of the nineteenth century despised authority but honored justice. They assumed
 that justice could subsist without authority, indeed, only without authority. Among
 those who held this position, Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1809-1865) is undoubtedly
 preeminent as theoretician, and in a day when authority is more seriously chal-
 lenged and condemned than ever before his thought deserves consideration.

 "Justice is the summary of my discourse," Proudhon declared in 1840,1 and
 no phrase could more accurately catch the thrust and intent of all of his works,
 from the strange, totally secular interpretation of the meaning of the Sabbath in
 1839 to the severe but sympathetic evaluation of the political capacity of the work-
 ing classes in 1864. And although he meant at the time primarily that he was
 asking for the end of privilege, rather than providing a system of social reform,
 justice was never to Proudhon merely the abolition of privileges. He had just
 insisted that his criticism of property as theft could serve as "the preamble to our
 future constitution," and a few pages later announced that justice "is the guiding
 star of societies, the axis on which the political world turns, and the standard of all
 transactions."2 As his thought developed, he came to see it even as "the funda-
 mental law of the universe."3 Simultaneously force and idea, principle of all order
 and measure of all good, justice is at the center of all of Proudhon's thought -
 his criticisms of contemporary social life, his theories of knowledge, history, and
 society, and his proposals for reform.

 Proudhon was convinced that mankind had always sought justice, and to some
 degree known it. "What is Justice if not the sovereign essence that humanity has
 in all times adored under the name of God," and that philosophy has sought under
 diverse names, from the Idea of Plato to the Rights of Man and the Citizen of the
 Revolution?4 Furthermore, as one would expect given Proudhon's pragmatic and
 experiential perspective, these products of human reflection are not unrelated to
 the facts of social life. In his First Memoire, taking note that man is an animal
 living in society, he asked, "What are the conditions, the laws, of human society?

 1 Qu'est-ce que la Propridtd? Premier Mdmoire [1840] (Paris: Marcel Rivibre, 1926), p. 134.
 I give the original date of publication, as well as that of the edition I have used; all
 translations are my own. In all references below: First Memoire.

 2 Ibid., pp. 132, 144.
 'De la Justice dans la Rdvolution et dans l'Eglise [1858; rev. ed., 1860] (Paris: Marcel

 Rivibre, 1930), Vol. II, p. 298. Hence: Justice.
 4 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 223.
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 724 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 What is right among men, what is justice?" He declared that the answer can be
 found through observing men in their relationships; we can tell when they form a
 society and when they do not do so, he insisted, and can discover the law through
 induction.5

 This virtual equivalence of justice, the principle, and social life, the phenome-
 non, is to be found in all his writings. In On Justice he stated that "nothing falls
 under the empire of right except when it enters into the sphere of social trans-
 actions,"6 and argued that to deny that justice is immanent in humanity is to assert
 that society has no morality, is against nature, and that civilization is a deprivation,
 which is against all common sense.' His condemnation of eclectic and utilitarian
 atomism was expressed in a striking way when, in one of his late works, the anarch-

 ist proclaimed that "the political society.., .is one and indivisible by nature," and
 its unity is a moral one as its dissolution would be the result of a moral separation.8
 It was not a new message, however; this had been his theme for twenty-five years.
 His condemnation of property, of statism, and of religion, and of attempts to justify
 them, rests upon his conviction that they no longer serve the moral solidarity of
 mankind, attainable only through justice, and, indeed, the very expression of justice.
 To Proudhon, as to those who drafted the Declaration of the Rights of Man and
 the Citizen, "the ignorance, forgetfullness, or contempt of the rights of man are
 the only causes of public misfortunes and the corruption of governments."9 To
 Proudhon, however, those rights are not the abstract rights of hypothetically iso-
 lated men, but are rooted in the situations and activities that human characteristics
 produce in social life.'o

 The most significant characteristics of men, in Proudhon's thought, are that
 they must work, that they are sociable, and that they are free. The exercise of
 these characteristics, in one way or another, produces all the activities and situa-
 tions of human experience. That they are free is, perhaps, the most important
 characteristic in this context, since otherwise their sociability and their work would
 have been entirely provided for by instinct, as with bees and ants. We need justice,
 which is not reducible to an instinct, precisely because we are free and yet must
 work and live with others. But Proudhon had a horror of abstractions and abso-

 lutes, even though he could not avoid using terms that implied them. Abstractly,
 liberty is an absolute, and cannot be qualified, but in the world of human experi-
 ence it does not exist abstractly. It exists concretely, and is always subject to quali-
 fication. He concluded, therefore, that even liberty requires a rule to exist."' In an
 early formulation, he included such a rule in a definition of liberty: "exercise your
 right so far as it does not injure the right of others," and insisted that no one is
 required to be just beyond this maxim.12

 " First Memoire, p. 299.
 'Justice, Vol. II, p. 99.
 " Ibid., Vol. I, p. 425.
 ' Contradictions Politiques; Thedorie du Mouvement Constitutionnel au XIX Siecle [post-

 humous] (Paris, Marcel Rivi6re, 1952), p. 226. Hence: Political Contradictions.
 9Justice, Vol. I, p. 410.
 0 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 413.
 11De la Crdation de l'Ordre dans l'Humanitd, ou Principes d'Organisation Politique [1843]

 (Paris: Marcel Riviere, 1927), p. 197. Hence: Creation.
 * First Memoire, p. 162.
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 JUSTICE IN THE THOUGHT OF PIERRE-JOSEPH PROUDHON 725

 Although he never substantially departed from this entirely libertarian per-
 spective, the contradictory nature of property right that he soon uncovered demon-
 strated the inadequacy of the formulation. As he posed the problem of right in
 1846: "If work is the source of all wealth, how is it that equality in distribution
 according to the measure of work is not a law? If, on the other hand, there is
 wealth that does not come from work, how is the possession of these riches justified
 as a privilege?" 13 As his conviction that justice is in conflict with established inter-
 ests only grew with time, so did his condemnation of utilitarianism. A decade later
 he wrote that rights and duties are no more the product of interests or utility than
 they are of hygiene. One reason is that there is as often opposition of interests as
 solidarity;14 he consistently denied the doctrine of the natural harmony of interests
 as well as rejecting the Malthusian solution of the problem of apparent conflict.
 Primarily, however, he insisted that right and interest are radically distinct, as are
 marriage and debauchery.15 To him, utilitarianism was simply non-moral and an
 inadequate foundation for social order; if justice is the same thing as interest, "the
 man who prefers, of two interests, that which seems to him the greater, may be
 mistaken but he is guilty of no wrong.""' Clearly, justice must be different from
 and superior to interest if it is to serve as the principle of order.

 Proudhon recognized fully, nevertheless, the importance of interests in dia-
 lectical history; their support or opposition is directly responsible for the rise and
 fall of r6gimes. He asserted in 1848 that the July Monarchy had been sustained by
 the antagonism among opinions, collapsing when that antagonism for a moment
 ceased, and his analysis in 1852 of the r6gime of Louis Napoleon was largely in
 terms of the various and conflicting interests he represented." In a similarly real-
 istic appraisal of the failures of republican government in 1799 and 1851, he
 claimed as cause that the inferior classes found that they had no positive interest
 in the new order, the bourgeoisie having forgotten "that mankind is not virtuous
 very long against its own interest." 8s Equally clearly, then, if justice must be some-
 thing different from and superior to interest, it cannot be contradictory to interest
 if it is to be a practical possibility. Since Proudhon saw history as the continuing
 realization of a justice that has always, if inchoately, been present, and in his
 dialectical analysis assumed that progress is made possible even by the antagonisms
 of interests, he was able to conclude that while contradictions do exist among
 interests, justice is not incompatible with the existence of interests, or even with
 oppositions among them. It, in fact, assumes them.

 sSysttme des Contradictioons Economiques, ou Philosophie de la Misdre [1846] (Paris:
 Marcel Rivibre, 1923), Vol. I, p. 131. Hence: Economic Contradictions.

 14 Justice, Vol. I, pp. 309, 425.
 1 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 444.
 "1 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 519.
 17 E. Doll6ans, Proudhon (Paris: Gallimard, 1948), p. 121, citing his diary of 24 February,

 1848; La Rdvolution Sociale Ddmontrde par le Coup d'Etat du Deux Decembre [1852]
 (Paris: Marcel Rivibre, 1936), passim. Hence: Social Revolution. The close rela-
 tionship, if not equivalence, of interests and opinions, in parties and other groups, is
 maintained in all his works, but see especially Economic Contradictions, Vol. I, p. 137,
 where he maintained that intellectual and economic developments are in the same
 history and only represent different points of view.

 18 Political Contradictions, p. 282.
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 726 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 One should not presume, however that Proudhon accepted the idea that "this
 is the best of all possible worlds." He did not, but neither did he propound the
 thesis, "let justice prevail though the world perish." The extremes of fatalistic
 piety, conservative and revolutionary in turn, were foreign to him. The revolution-
 ary critic turned philosopher, influenced by the scientific climate of the age, could
 not imagine any law that was not implicit in experience, in observable phenomena
 properly understood. From his earliest writings he discerned the power of interests
 in human experience, whether concealed behind religious myths and symbols,
 openly recognized in utilitarian philosophy, or once again concealed in the ideolo-
 gies and myths of socialist and nationalist utopianism.

 Interests. therefore, are the phenomenal reality the social scientist must deal
 with, and they are the expressions of human liberty that he must respect. Never-
 theless, he is not simply to accept them as they come, in all their confusion and
 antagonisms; he is to find their law, and Proudhon was impressed not only that
 such a law is possible but even that it is implicit in the revolutionary developments
 that have shaped those very interests from the collapse of the ancient world two
 millennia earlier to the French Revolution and the rise of the modern economy.
 Interests, therefore, are "crude facts" that, in all their diversity, point to a law
 that will render them comprehensible, and with our discovery of that law they can
 be ordered, coordinated, and harmonized, and the human good and liberty they
 have imperfectly represented can be fully realized."9

 Such, at least, was Proudhon's faith in history and in science. He could hardly
 otherwise have written the rather shocking proposition that it has been war, most
 particularly, that "has demonstrated that justice is positively something other than
 interest," in the same volume in which he showed, together with the noble side
 of war, its roots in indigence and avarice and its product in misery.20 Only a deep
 appreciation of the continuity of human liberty through diverse manifestations in
 powers and interests could have permitted him to see in "the barbarian's definition
 of justice as the order of the strongest" one legitimate "affirmation of personal
 prerogative." 21 He specifically denied that he took right and force to be the same;
 "only conscience can recognize right.... But force is part of human nature, con-
 tributes to its dignity, and therefore has its own right." 22 He concluded that "war
 will not be ended and justice and liberty established among men except by the rec-
 ognition and delimiting of the right of force." 23

 From his treatment of force no less than that of interest it becomes clear that

 Proudhon did not assume justice to be either an a priori idea among men, whether
 innate or revealed, or a matter of instinctive behavior. Men must learn how to
 manage their forces, as they must learn how to manage their interests; this is
 equivalent to saying that they must learn what justice is, and this achievement, as
 he recognized, occurs only gradually and is "the reward for prolonged work."24

 9 Justice, Vol. II, p. 67. The law is equality.
 * La Guerre et la Paix; Recherches sur le Principe et la Constitution du Droit des Gens

 [1861] (Paris: Marcel Rivibre, 1927), p. 491. Hence: War and Peace.
 * Justice, Vol. I, p. 428.
 = War and Peace, p. 130.
 23 Ibid., p. 162.
 2 Justice, Vol. I, p. 281.
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 JUSTICE IN THE THOUGHT OF PIERRE-JOSEPH PROUDHON 727

 But if the knowledge of justice and its laws, necessary for the final steps in progress,
 is only gradually being attained, the "crude facts" that can give rise to that knowl-
 edge have always been present. In his discussion of war, Proudhon argued that
 "man aspires with all the energy of his moral sense to make of his physical superior-
 ity a sort of obligation for others; he desires that his victory be imposed like a reli-
 gion, like a duty, corresponding to what he calls his right."25 No less do men
 attempt to transform other interests into rights; property is one result. Yet it is also
 a fact, Proudhon thought, that "I have an idea of justice, because there is in me a
 faculty, instinct, or sentiment of dignity and sociability, the experience of which
 has given me an idea of justice." 26 Thus the world of experience, the product of
 spontaneous activity, provides at all levels the foundations of justice. The necessity
 man encounters educates his intelligence and shapes his freedom, as he slowly
 perfects his understanding of law and rights.27 To Proudhon, the most general
 statement of law and the basic condition for all rights is justice.

 Proudhon only gradually developed his most profound conception of justice,
 but from the beginning he was convinced that it is eminently rational, not arbitrary
 in any way, and that it is a matter of equality. In his brief essay on the Sabbath,
 both of these positions are clearly stated. He argued that justice "can never be
 dependent upon or the object of an agreement or compact," and observed that
 Moses would have thought it absurd to put his law to a vote of the people.28 He
 admitted, however, that "the people assembled are the executive power of justice.
 An individual may say, this is just, but his conviction binds him alone.""
 Finally, as he read the Scriptures, equality of conditions and opportunities was the
 intent of Moses, and this was the meaning of the term, justice, in Hebrew.so He
 concluded that inequality is the law of beasts, not of men, and in words that presage
 his later theory observed that harmony is equilibrium in diversity.3' Not only does
 this phrase introduce the idea of equilibrium, which is to be a key element in his
 thought on justice, but the term diversity suggests that liberty, which is to be no
 less important in his thought than equality, was already present. Neither idea was
 developed, however.

 In the concluding pages of his First Memoire, after having criticised all possi-
 ble justifications of inequality based on property, Proudhon asserted again his
 identification of justice and equality, but two somewhat different formulations
 appear. He claimed that observation of social relationships uncovers three levels
 of sociability: that of instinct, that of justice, and that of equity - which might
 better have been termed, benevolence. It is at the level of justice that men are dis-
 tinguished from gregarious animals; justice is there defined as "recognition in others
 of a personality equal to one's own."32 In the highest level, men strive, through a

 " War and Peace, p. 93.
 " Justice, Vol. III, p. 301.
 27Economic Contradictions, Vol. I, p. 387, and Vol. II, 212.
 ~ De la C616bration du Dimanche [18391 (Paris: Marcel Rivibre, 1926), p. 40. Hence: Sab-

 bath.

 SIbid., p. 46.
 o1 Ibid., p. 54.
 ' Ibid., p. 59.
 ' First Memoire, p. 303.
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 728 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 sense of equity, generosity, and appreciation, to esteem one another and to support
 the weak and honor the strong. To this, Proudhon added, however, "without
 destroying their equality"; justice is the condition of "equity," which supplements
 but cannot replace it."3

 This rather psychological view of justice is accompanied, however, by one that
 is sociological and economic in character. "The practice of justice," he wrote, "is
 to share equally in the goods produced, subject to the condition of work."" A few
 pages later he asserted that "equality of conditions is the principle of social life,
 and universal solidarity is its sanction.""35 He argued that failure to respect this
 principle has been the cause of revolutions, which are primarily "periodic explo-
 sions of the proletariat against property," and that "in demonstrating the principle

 of equality, I have posed the first stone in the building of society.""3' There is,
 however, no conflict between these two views; they simply represent in turn the
 subjective and objective dimensions of the matter, which he took it the task of
 scientific thought and rational practice to unify."3

 The ideas of the First Memoire remain, basically, those of all Proudhon's later
 work; the equality of men, subjectively in personality and objectively in political
 and economic conditions, was always perceived as the law of society, both as it is
 and as it ought to be. However, the increasing complexity of his economic and
 political analysis during the following years, and the experience, both hopeful and
 disappointing, of the Revolution of 1848 and its aftermath, compelled him to
 develop that idea in much more subtle forms. Although in his First Memoire he
 condemned communism, communitarian rather than individualistic egalitarianism,
 arguing that it only replaced individual proprietors with a communal despotism,
 as much over persons as things,"3 he seems at this time to have assumed simply that
 the abolition of property, and its replacement with "individual possession," would
 both secure equality and ensure the organization of society and the economy in
 freedom. It is from this simplistic assumption that he gradually retreated, and after
 1851 it disappeared.

 The change that was taking place is suggested by a remark in his System of
 Economic Contradictions; continuing to insist that "equality is our rule as well as
 our ideal," he noted, rather enigmatically, that primitively men are equal, especiallly
 in the "undefined power of their faculties."39 This would well support a claim to

 n Ibid., pp. 311-312.
 4 Ibid., p. 306.
 * Ibid., 315. On p. 342 he specified that equality of conditions meant of "means," not of

 well-being, which with equal means ought to be the achievement of the worker. This is
 more ambiguous in context than it sounds, however. He argued for equal pay for all
 workers, which seems a bit more than equality of means, although in later works he
 qualified this to something like equal pay for equal work. He also regularly wrote,
 "dgalitd de conditions et de fortunes, and since the latter clearly means chances or oppor-
 tunities and not wealth, it is not entirely clear what the former might mean. Never-
 theless, his emphasis was always on equality of opportunity, but real and not simply
 hypothetical; it was also his opinion that a more extensive equality would automatically
 follow were this provided, but he so hated the authoritative imposition of anything,
 except rights, that he rejected communist ideas.

 , Ibid., p. 317.
 " See Economic Contradictions, Vol. II, p. 172.
 ' First Memoire, p. 326.
 9 Economic Contradictions, Vol. I, p. 137.
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 JUSTICE IN THE THOUGHT OF PIERRE-JOSEPH PROUDHON 729

 equal liberty for all, but no other conclusions directly follow from it, and Proudhon
 used the argument largely to undermine all claims to purely personal privilege.
 Throughout this work and later he was developing, on the positive side, the maxim
 of economic justice that "the revenue should be equal to the product," which
 he thought a categorical and concrete version of the "sublime and sentimental"
 Golden Rule.40 The whole problem has shifted - though this element was not
 absent in the First Memoire - from abstract concern for equality to a far more
 concrete concern for opportunities to work, produce, and exchange, and for fair
 remuneration.

 It may perhaps be said that the turning point is clearly reached when, in his
 General Idea of the Revolution, in 1851, he suddenly and for the first time took
 note of the traditional distinction between distributive and commutative justice;
 argued that justice appears first as distributive - which he interpreted as "a
 superior granting to inferiors what is due each"; and insisted that the future of
 humanity is in its replacement by commutative justice, the rule of contracts.41
 Equality, certainly, but only the equality of free and independent persons entering
 into voluntary relationships with one another. It is probably not unrelated that in
 another work of the same year he opined that the obligation is the one thing that
 is absolute in morality, not the form of the precept, much less its specific content.42
 By 1851, thus, he had arrived in his political and economic thinking at an extremely
 libertarian anarchy, and in his ethical thinking at an extremely abstract idea of
 obligation. The latter, even as "commutative justice," is hardly enough to disci-
 pline the former, to prevent it from being chaos. To this problem the answer is
 given in On Justice.

 Proudhon was fully aware that this was the problem; he launched his discus-
 sion of justice by observing that communism and libertarianism, the two currently
 advocated ways of managing the antagonism of interests, were, the former, destruc-

 tive of personality, and the latter, chimerical in that it assumed an impossible
 harmony of interests. The only alternative, he insisted, is justice, which he then
 proceeded to identify.43 The work is also a polemic against religious and meta-
 physical conceptions of justice, which Proudhon thought at best symbolize but
 cannot realize it, and eventually deny it. In contrast, justice according to the Revo-
 lution, or the scientific view, is the one that can provide the solution to the antag-
 onism of interest, to all practical problems in society as well as theoretical problems

 in ethics and epistemology. His ambition in these volumes was extraordinary, as is
 the range of topics considered in the twelve studies.

 In developing his conception of justice, Proudhon started with what he
 assumed to be a fact, human dignity, which he described as a "haughty and abso-
 lute quality, impatient of all dependence and law, tending to the domination of

 SPhilosophie du Progrds [1853] (Paris: Marcel Riviere, 1946), p. 82. Hence: Progress. The
 Golden Rule is inadequate because it does not determine what I should want that
 others do to me.

 SIdle Gne'rale de la Rdvolution au XIX Siecle [1851] (Paris: Marcel Riviere, 1923), pp.
 182, 187. Hence: IGR.

 SProgress, p. 83.
 48justice, Vol. I, p. 301.
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 730 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 others and the absorption of the world." 44 This sounds very much like a modern
 definition of liberty, and he did in fact assert that "the free will is the source of
 human dignity," and called justice, "liberty honoring itself from person to per-
 son."45 He noted, further, that if there is as often opposition of interests as solidar-
 ity, there is always and essentially community of dignity, which is superior to
 interest.46 The link between individual dignity and "community of dignity" is
 provided by what Proudhon called "the first and most essential, sovereign, of our
 faculties," although it is not clear whether this is reason or conscience. Neverthe-
 less, "man must be constituted in such a way that regardless of the passions that
 agitate him and which it is his destiny to master, regardless of motives or sym-
 pathy, common interest, love, rivalry, hatred, vengeance even, that he can experi-
 ence in the presence of another individual, whether he wishes to or not, a certain
 recognition of his own humanity and consequently a certain respect that even his
 own pride cannot vanquish.""47

 In a phrase that culminates in his most pointed definition of justice, Proudhon
 wrote that man, because of his reason, has the capacity to be aware of his dignity
 in the person of his fellows as well as in his own, and to assert himself simul-
 taneously as an individual and as a species. "Justice is the product of this capacity:
 it is the respect, spontaneously felt and reciprocally guaranteed, for human dignity,
 in whatever person and whatever circumstance it may happen to be compromised,
 and at whatever risk its defense may expose us to."48 This respect for human dig-
 nity is manifested not only in respect of persons, however, but also of their interests,
 even their properties, because, in Proudhon's thinking, an inclination to appropri-
 ate is inherent in human dignity and freedom. Here, as in the First Memoire, sub-
 jective and objective dimensions appear, but now they are very clearly and specifi-
 cally related. They are interdependent; one can say, on the one hand, that respect
 for interests flows from respect for persons, but, on the other, persons appear only
 as they act, asserting interests. In Proudhon's developed thought there is no possi-
 bility of the naive distinction between personal and property rights so characteristic
 of liberal thinking, and avoided in communism only by the abolition of both. His
 attention, and his moral sense, are focused at another point.

 Although the reader's attention is usually attracted in Proudhon's definition
 of justice to the words "respect" and "human dignity," they are not really the key
 words. The crucial term in the definition is "reciprocally guaranteed." Justice is,
 after all, a social virtue; if it has its roots in the individual conscience, that is only
 because man is a social being, and if reason is able to work out its laws, it is only
 because reason is able to discern, following experience, the necessary condition of
 social life. And, as Proudhon had been working out in economic matters since the
 outbreak of the February Revolution, if not before, that condition is reciprocity or
 mutuality. The progress in his thinking after 1848 had been to place that insight

 " Idem.

 " Ibid., Vol. III, p. 421.
 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 425. It is superior to interest because accidents like wealth and talent are

 not the things that make persons respectable
 4" Ibid., Vol. I, p. 414.
 " Ibid., Vol. I, p. 423.
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 JUSTICE IN THE THOUGHT OF PIERRE-JOSEPH PROUDHON 731

 of his economic science in its broadest possible context and to work out its most
 extensive implications. Individual freedom is essential to justice, no less than the
 sociability which is its other component or aspect. He put it himself rather nicely:

 "Justice is the synthesis or balance of the laws of egoism and charity.""49 Lacking
 an adequate idea and realization of systematic reciprocity, mankind is condemned
 to fluctuate between egoism and charity; this is Proudhon's interpretation of all
 past history, which underlies his criticism of Christian social discipline and any
 sort of paternalistic authority.5o

 Proudhon's conception of justice is totally humanistic; he rejected any tran-
 scendental ethic for one purely immanent, though in important respects evolution-
 ary. Justice is in us, he wrote, "like love, like the notions of beauty, utility, truth,
 like all our powers and faculties. No one dreams of making God responsible for
 love, ambition, the spirit of speculation or enterprise, but an exception is made
 for Justice." 51 It is "human, entirely human, nothing but human," he argued, and
 "the notion of God has no place in our juridical constitutions any more than in
 treatises of political economy, or of algebra. The theory of Practical Reason sub-
 sists by itself."52 The theory of immanence he considered as important as his con-
 ception of justice itself. Obviously, they both flow from the asserted primacy of
 human dignity, and are interdependent, but that theory is also essential both to his
 scientific perspective and to his conviction that justice is not only virtue but happi-
 ness, not in another world but in this one.

 Proudhon was convinced that this conception of justice would meet all possible
 needs. It provides an absolute standard: the rule to treat others as ourselves,
 equally, is invariable, despite changing circumstances.53 Yet, because it is reciprocal
 respect, objectively expressed in the phenomenon of equilibrium among forces and
 interests, it is compatible with progress, since it implies a "continuing amendment
 of legislation according to experience," 54 and provides a standard, scientific in
 character, by which all legislation, and all social relationships in fact, can be evalu-
 ated. It alone can organize society, since it identifies man and humanity, and
 renders all conditions equivalent and solidaires.55 Furthermore, it is fundamentally
 identical with the perspective, equilibrium analysis, which has been so powerful in
 the natural sciences, and which Proudhon now claimed was but an application of
 the idea of justice. Exhuberantly, he declared that "Justice is for a rational being,
 simutaneously, principle and form of thought, guarantee of judgement, rule of

 4Ibid., Vol. III, p. 36.
 5 Ibid., Vol. III, pp. 55ff.
 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 324. The exception is made, for Proudhon, in Christian thinking, which

 assumes that justice comes to man only by divine revelation, "drawing nothing from
 the adherence of conscience or the confirmations of experience," and, logically, support-
 ing only a system of divine right and governmental authority.

 52 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 325.
 5 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 356.
 " Ibid., Vol. I, p. 304.
 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 423. Proudhon argued that society exists not because of inequality, but

 despite it, and later explained that the result of the superiority of power over justice is
 that "force becomes altogether the measure of right, and society, instead of resting in
 the equilibrium of forces, has as its principle inequality, the negation of order. Ibid.,
 Vol. II, pp. 69, 269.
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 732 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 conduct, goal of knowledge, and end of existence.... The realization of Justice is
 the great task of mankind, the highest science, the work of the collective spon-
 taneity more than of the art of legislators, which will never be concluded.""'

 Proudhon claimed that the French Revolution represented the affirmation,
 though not the entire realization, of justice as he had come to understand it. The
 Revolution denied, he wrote, all seignorial rights and other special privileges, and
 "In the place of that systematic inequality, created by pride and force and conse-
 crated by all priesthoods, the Revolution affirmed as identical propositions: (1) the
 equality of persons; (2) civil and political equality; (3) the equality of functions,
 the equivalence of services and products, the identity of value, the balance of
 power, the unity of the law, the community of jurisdiction; from which results,
 except as individual faculties exercised in all liberty lead to modifications, (4)
 equality of conditions and opportunities.""57 Despite the language, Proudhon was
 well aware that few men of 1789 or later had in fact affirmed all these propositions,
 but he was convinced that they were all, the economic as well as the political con-
 clusions, implicit in those that were affirmed and generally accepted. Why then, as
 his critical writings over many years had made clear, was not justice more fully
 realized?

 He had touched on the answer in his first published work, when he wrote
 that because man is a composite being - animal, plus intelligence and conscience,
 which often conflict, as he put it then - his will is subject to deviation from his
 duty and harmony.58 From this he then concluded that social science could resolve
 these conflicts, uniting intelligence and conscience. He had, of course, begun a
 theory of liberty here, and he resumed and developed it two decades later, in On
 Justice. Nor did he ever entirely abandon the idea that social science, with justice
 as its standard, could resolve conflicts. In his mature writings, however, there is a
 new note, flowing from all his intervening work as well as practical experience.
 He now remarked that "it is a very delicate undertaking to balance the respect
 due persons with the organic necessities of production, to maintain equality with-
 out attacking liberty."59

 It is liberty that is the problem. Without liberty, there can be no justice;
 justice is "the pact that liberty makes with itself for the conquest of the world and
 the subordination of nature."60 He argued that history shows the progress of justice
 to be proportionate to that of liberty, and contrary to that of communism, of
 religion, or any other formula tending to absorb the personality in society or the
 state."6 And yet, or perhaps because of this, liberty is "the only force capable of
 checking justice." It is our freedom that enables us to create ideals for ourselves,
 and we live by those ideals. Justice itself is for us "limping and false" if we do not
 make an ideal of it. But when our knowledge of justice does not develop as fast as
 our imagination requires, degenerate ideals dominate us.02 The result is that con-

 ' Idem.

 " Ibid., Vol. II, p. 63.
 "Sabbath, p. 88.
 ' Justice, Vol. II, p. 73.
 ' Ibid., Vol. III, p. 404.
 6 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 416.
 62 Ibid., Vol. III, pp. 518, 522ff.
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 ventional truths and probabilistic judgments are taken for absolutes, and - most
 particularly relevant - "the consideration given a man, or the respect for the abso-
 lute in the person of our fellows, is proportionate to his capacities, his reputation,
 his wealth, his power. We are so made that we suppose the absolute is of the same
 order and character as phenomena." 63

 It oversimplifies matters, however, to say that only degenerate ideals or errors
 of judgment lead to injustice. The problem is more profound, and intractable,
 and it is illustrated in Proudhon's continuing polemic against charity and fraternity
 as principles of social organization." He constantly insisted that the family is an
 essential human institution, necessary for the development and preservation of the
 sentiment of our value and dignity, and thus of justice, and that any acceptable
 proposal for social reform had to strengthen, not destroy it. He was also a man
 of strong friendships, and he did not depreciate this human relationship. Never-
 theless, he noted as early as his First Memoire that the conflict between justice and
 preference for family and friends is the cause of all the problems of social duty, and
 underlies the ancient tragedies.65 Thus, the sentiment of our own value and dig-
 nity, the foundation of justice, is also a source of the denial of the moral, economic,
 and political solidarity of all men, which is injustice. The specific cause is "an
 exaggerated opinion of ourselves and the abuse of personal preference."'6 Senti-
 ments and ideas, limited if not corrupt, in this way conspire to establish inequality
 in our lives and thinking as if it were a law of nature, rather than an accident of
 circumstance that we perpetuate.67

 Attempts to deal with these causes of inequality have always been ineffective
 because they have not been positive steps in the realization of justice. Privilege,
 abolished by law, returns because of the absence of equilibrium in society, and made
 worse by adding to the natural inequalities of faculties, or "caprices of nature,"
 the accidents and injustices of society." Meanwhile, as he saw it, the proprietary
 system is maintained only at the cost of a constantly increasing crime rate and
 desperate efforts to prevent and repress crimes.69 The effect of preventive and
 repressive laws, reacting to abuses and trying to prevent men from harming one
 another, he noted rather nicely, is at best "like trying to put a muzzle on a lion."70
 "It is not in giving evil for evil," he wrote, "that one is reconciled with an enemy
 or brings a rascal back to virtue."7'

 " Ibid., Vol. III, p. 174; Progress, pp. 116ff.
 In 1839 he compared philanthropy to "band-aid medicine," and in 1864 he called insti-

 tutions of charity, "monuments of misery," though recognizing their necessity. Sabbath,
 p. 57. De la Capacitd politique des Classes ouvridres [posthumous] (Paris: Marcel
 Rivibre, 1924), p. 132. Hence: Political Capacity.

 * First Memoire, p. 307. At that time he accepted that men generally may prefer family and
 friends over strangers, although a man as judge should not. He later rejected this sort
 of solution, insisting that justice must be preferred over any other virtues and values
 by all men, because it is in modern society their condition. Preference for friends and
 family is not to be at the expense of justice for strangers; Proudhon's moral as well as
 tactical objection to nationalism is thus explicable.

 * War and Peace, p. 346.
 ] Justice, Vol. II, p. 68.
 8 IGR, p. 143.
 SEconomic Contradictions, Vol. I, p. 337.
 " Ibid., Vol. I, p. 363.
 n Justice, Vol. IV, p. 371.
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 734 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 The inadequacy is not manifested only in the crimes of working-class people.
 Egoism and avarice, and their consequences, are to be found at all levels of
 society,72 and the canaille d'en haut can no more be made just by fiat or appeals to
 fraternity than that d'en bas. Proudhon observed, realistically, that one cannot
 expect entrepreneurs to be concerned about the well being of their employees
 except as it affects productivity."3 As against all such behavior, "it is proper for
 the society to consider in what ways it has itself been at fault regarding the delin-
 quant; the sanction, as well as Justice itself, is not complete unless it is recipro-
 cal." 74 Pauperism and crime, he was convinced, are primarily the result of violation
 of economic laws, the disturbance of economic equilibrium; with this uncorrected,
 all economic development and all laws produce misery."5 As he resumed this line
 of thought in his last book, he found that the old law was generally negative and
 repressive, but "the new law is essentially positive. Its aim is to procure, certainly
 and extensively, all that the old law simply permitted to be done, expecting it to
 flow from liberty, but without providing either means or security, or even express-
 ing approval or disapproval."'6

 Justice will be most effectively promoted then, in Proudhon's opinion, by a
 positive social policy. The foundation of this policy is the science of economics, or
 political economy; in 1843 Proudhon declared the science of law, of the distribution
 of the instruments of work and the products, to be "the third division of political
 economy.""77 A few years later he wrote that justice is, in its purely objective rela-
 tionships, expressed in value, and value is realized work. Justice is thus, objectively,
 a matter of proportionality among products." This approach necessarily puts
 exchange at the center of attention, as did classical political economy, but it also
 seeks a rule for fair and honest transactions. The indifference of communists to

 such an economic science in their devotion to fraternity and other collectivist ideals
 irritated Proudhon no less than did the liberal acceptance of the "routines of
 property" and the irresponsible speculation and chicanery in commerce that
 resulted. He assumed that both were incompatible with an economic order both
 viable and just, which could flow only from free individual (and private group)
 initiative, as liberals claimed, but more positively supported and generally available
 than they were willing to accept.

 I "The spirit of cupidity and rapacity is the true characteristic of the present age. The poor
 exploit the rich, the worker his employer, the tenant his landlord, the entrepreneur his
 stockholders, neither more nor less than the capitalist exploits and drives the producers,
 the proprietor the farmers, and the manufacturer the wage earners." War and Peace,
 p. 165. He called this condition the glorification of force.

 * Justice, Vol. III, p. 5.
 4 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 374.
 5 Ibid., Vol. II, p. 131.
 7 Political Capacity, p. 221.
 " Creation, p. 349. Its importance, but also its limitation, is given in that it identifies the

 synthesis of, and thus presupposes, the other two divisions. These are, first, that dealing
 with the subjective dimension of the economy, which is work, free and spontaneous, and
 its organization; and second, that dealing with the objective dimension, which is produc-
 tion, commerce, and wealth. Existing political economy had concentrated on the sec-
 ond division, dealing very little with the first and third; it was thus an incomplete
 science and produced erroneous conclusions, such as denying or ignoring the necessary
 freedom of work and the superiority of justice over commercial routines.

 8 Economic Contradictions, Vol. II, p. 398.
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 Proudhon was convinced of the inseparability of economic and moral science,
 of effective economic activity and just conduct. "What virtue, what good faith,"
 he wrote, "can persist in a society whose fundamental maxim is that economic
 science has nothing in common with justice, but is radically independent?"79 He
 assumed that no economy could operate without virtue and good faith, as Kant
 had assumed that lies would be unprofitable if most people did not tell the truth;
 and insisted that no progress is possible or has ever occurred in the social economy
 without a parallel progress in public morality.8s Thus, justice provides the basic
 criterion for economic science, as economic activity provides another realm for
 the manifestation of justice. When this is finally recognized, Proudhon thought,
 not only virtue but also the economic order would flourish. In one of his more
 optimistic, perhaps even utopian moments, he wrote: "In the place of the law
 that disposes, orders, punishes, repairs, you have the Idea that organizes, the
 Idea that does not command, but gives life." 81 In justice alone can all the creative
 powers of mankind be released.

 Given this position, it would have been impossible for Proudhon to have
 argued otherwise than that virtue is its own reward, and vice not so much the cause
 of misery as misery itself. He objected vigorously to any dualistic view of man,
 which would make virtue other than, or only in some way a part of, human nature.
 He condemned Christian theology because it involved necessarily, he thought, a
 repressive morality and a contemplative and passive pietism, accepting authority
 as of God. His notorious justification of war is based on his conviction of the
 essential unity of human nature, that man is not at one time an angel and at
 another a ferocious beast.82 To Proudhon, man is neither, but simply a free, moral,
 and intelligent force, who asserts and defends the right as best he understands it,
 and can learn what the right truly is only through the experience of conflict that

 inevitably follows. Also inevitably, then, man's power, his right, and his happiness
 are very closely related, if not identical. Proudhon's idea of virtue was an adap-
 tation of that of classical antiquity, like that of Machiavelli and Hobbes, even if his
 solution to the resulting social problem was very different from theirs.83

 Despite this naturalistic ethic, however, Proudhon attempted carefully to dis-
 tinguish his position from that seeing right in might, or in anything "natural."
 Convinced that reason is an essential human faculty, he criticised Michelet for
 advocating the liberation of humanity through instinct.8" As early as 1843 he had
 argued, against Fourier, that the passions in themselves implied no law capable of

 7 Political Capacity, p. 228.
 ' War and Peace, p. 341.
 811GR, p. 434.
 * War and Peace, p. 27.
 83 He called virtue "the energy, more or less active, with which the subject, man or nation,

 tends to determine its mores, to assert its dignity and to re-establish it when it is weak-
 ened." Justice, Vol. I, p. 295. The kinship with Machiavelli is obvious; that with
 Hobbes is only less apparent. Beyond this matter of power and virtue, however, Proud-
 hon was in total disagreement with both. Their theories consecrate arbitrariness rather
 than aiding mankind to discover its immanent, rational order. Neither had a social
 theory, and the consequence is governmentalism.

 * Economic Contradictions, Vol. II, p. 255.
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 disciplining them.s5 He likewise insisted, fifteen years later, that though the
 passions are not bad in themselves, since nothing is bad in itself, it does not follow
 that they should be taken for the foundation and rule of human relations. Almost
 in the words of John Stuart Mill, but more consistently than Mill, he declared that
 if the passions "are natural, they are not therefore justified." He continued, "Left
 to themselves, they tend to take over the whole man. Justice is given to us to
 re-establish the equilibrium."86 What is right, then, is that power that is mani-
 fested in the harmony of all human faculties, within each man as among all men.
 Pleasure and pain, he wrote, "are the consequence of moral integrity or deprav-
 ity";87 which is to say also that both are possible and both, usually, present. The
 whole argument presupposes freedom, of course.

 The monitor of that harmony, and the force that tends to seek and to main-
 tain it, appears to be the conscience. Proudhon demonstrated the reality of the
 conscience as an active force with a variant of the Cartesian cogito, ergo sum.
 For any organ, not just the doubting mind, he wrote, it can be said, I function,
 therefore I am. "Conscience is the faculty for which Justice is the content or
 product, as memory and the things remembered," and he concluded that doubt
 may be appropriate as to the circumstances, qualities, and conditions of the moral
 act, but not as to the function itself or its product, Justice. The conscience is "the

 faculty which enables man to be master of himself." s In extension of the idea that
 justice is the content or product of the conscience, he observed that "equality is a
 need of the conscience, as beauty is a need of the heart and precise reasoning a need
 of the mind.89 He also insisted that the sanction of justice, no less than justice
 itself, is immanent in the conscience and is exercised there and nowhere else; it
 needs no external sanction "whose minister is God, the Church, or Society."90

 Proudhon did not place as much dependence upon the individual conscience
 as these phrases would suggest, however. "I would hardly be able to believe in
 the reality of a moral law and its obligations," he wrote, "if that reality did not
 have another witness [gage] than the vague word conscience."91 In his always
 phenomenological perspective, the demonstration of the existence of conscience, as
 of every primordial force and absolute, is to be found only in experience, and what
 we find there are the phenomena resulting from the interactions and conflicts
 among those forces, never they themselves alone. From this perspective, the mani-
 festations of conscience are many and diverse, both in the individual and in society,
 but always in history.

 In a phrase of the First Memoire, Proudhon sounds very much like St. Paul,
 wrestling with the agony of the two laws within him, when he declared as man's
 most fundamental characteristic the perpetual antagonism between will and con-
 science. He showed his own colors, however, when he equated will and conscience

 ' Creation, p. 189.
 8" Justice, Vol. I, p. 460.
 87 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 295.
 8 Ibid., Vol. III, pp. 339ff.
 " Ibid., Vol. III, p. 363.
 90 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 363.
 91 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 262.
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 with freedom and law. Furthermore, he shortly stated that human nature is "one,
 constant, and inalterable. Man follows it by instinct, deviates through reflection,
 and returns through reason." 92 Thus the opposition for Proudhon is quite different
 from that envisaged by St. Paul in his preoccupation with original sin and salva-
 tion through divine grace. Man's real existence for Proudhon is not in his con-
 science, or in his will, but in the phenomena produced by their interaction, and
 ideally in their synthesis at that level. These phenomena are all the facts of history,
 which reflect simultaneously man's free and creative activity and his sense of right
 and obligation. They all point to, without perfectly realizing, that synthesis of will
 and conscience, of freedom and law, which is justice.

 The organ of justice is, thus, far less the private conscience of individuals than
 the whole of reality, insofar as it manifests a harmony that does not absorb and
 destroy the individuals composing it. The most apparent characteristic of justice,
 Proudhon wrote, "is to express a relationship that is the more rational because it is
 formed voluntarily and in full awareness of the conditions by two reasonable
 beings." But it is more than that, both in reality and as an ideal. "It is the point
 of transition between the sensible and the intelligible, the real and the ideal, the
 notions of metaphysics and the perceptions of experience... [and] possesses no less
 authority in the understanding and the imagination than in the conscience."93 It
 is manifested particularly in human associations that "have the effect of creating
 among the participating individuals a common conscience": marriage, the family,
 the city, humanity.94 No less did Proudhon consider that the economy, as it devel-
 oped its complex structure of institutions, with resulting interdependence, has this
 effect, despite the antagonisms that persist. He was more impressed by the soli-
 darity among all workers that the modern economy had created than he was by the
 antagonisms that the counter-revolution, with its anachronistic and absolutistic
 ways of thinking, continued to foster. That solidarity needed only more effective
 means of expression than provided by current economic and political conditions
 or than proposed in either libertarian or collectivist ideologies.

 Through justice, Proudhon wrote, man learns to know himself; he becomes
 aware of the polarity of his being, subject-object, and yet also of his identity.95
 He is thus able to recognize the reality of the collectivities in his life, but without
 losing his identity as an individual. In contrast, libertarianism, individualistic abso-

 lutism, is incompatible with any real communties; and communism and imperial-
 ism, religions of the group, "sell short the human person, his liberty and his dig-
 nity."96 Proudhon's recognition of the polarities, even antinomies, in human life,
 and his identification of equilibrium as the rule of being, led him to sound, accord-
 ing to circumstance, sometimes like a libertarian, sometimes like a collectivist. For

 example, in the First Memoire he declared that the security of society cannot
 rightly require the sacrifice of any persons, as in War and Peace he later announced

 'First Memoire, pp. 142, 167.
 " Justice, Vol. I, pp. 216-217.
 T Ibid., Vol. IV, pp. 263, 367.
 95 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 431.
 " Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 303, 375.
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 that "all heads are sacred; society exists only for their conservation.""97 But he also
 insisted that men must share with one another even when provisions are short, and
 that we cannot use our ability to forsee danger to justify disobedience to the law.
 "It would be strange if our intelligence would be for us, the most social of the ani-
 mals, a motive for disobeying the law." 98

 Obviously, there is no easy reconciliation of these two arguments, as there is in
 fact none of the polarity between self and other, or between subject and object, and
 Proudhon did not promise any. Only a firm principle, at once intellectual and
 moral, can unify the contradictions of experience, and he noted, in exasperation,
 that "France has lost even the notion of morality" in its acceptance of skepticism
 and eclecticism. The result is that neither the family, nor the society, nor the state,
 each requiring some sort of faith, is secure."99 He protested that "self-realization

 cannot be a duty,100 and declared that poverty - in which man obtains by work
 what he needs for the maintenance of his body and the culture of his soul, neither
 more or less - is our law. We are called, he wrote, to an ascetic and spiritual life,
 not a materialist hedonism.101

 Yet, "the sacrifice required by Justice is inseparable from happiness; it is
 happiness itself, not the egoistic happiness that justice requires us to sacrifice, but a
 superior happiness which flows from the elevation of the subject to social dig-
 nity." '02 As early as 1846, in his efforts to solve, definitely but without arbitrariness,
 the problem posed by Malthus, Proudhon was led to assert the identity of happi-
 ness and virtue, and in On Justice he continued this argument. "It is a law of
 nature," he argued, "that an intelligent and free being creates its own morality,
 that they associate according to a law of reason and liberty, and that finally, in
 whatever situation they find themselves, alone or in society, they arrive at happiness
 by that same morality." 103

 "It is certain," he continued in a study devoted to the "moral sanction," par-
 ticularly crucial given his immanentist and naturalistic perspective, "that Justice
 would not be a law for man if, on the one hand, its precepts did not bear some
 sign that guaranteed their authenticity, and on the other hand, their practice
 could be regarded as indifferent to happiness or unhappiness in life." But man
 is both the subject and object of the moral law. Therefore, the "infallible sign"
 of its authenticity is that "everything in the conscience and thought of man, and

 in the social order.., .is made comprehensible by Justice, while without it every-
 thing becomes obscure and unintelligible." The penal sanction attached to the
 law is simply that "everything rejoices, in man, society, and nature, when Justice
 is observed, while everything suffers and dies when it is violated." This sanction
 may also be expressed, Proudhon thought, in the form of dilemmas that confront
 civilization: certainty or doubt, knowledge or ignorance, liberty or servitude,

 9 First Memoire, p. 162; War and Peace, p. 158.
 ' First Memoire, p. 304.
 " Justice, Vol. I, pp. 250ff.
 100 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 454.
 101 War and Peace, p. 330.
 102 Justice, Vol. I, p. 422.
 103 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 308.
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 civilization or barbarism, wealth or indigence, order or anarchy, virtue or crime,
 progress or decadence, life or death; and the reward or punishment is always
 equivalent to the product of our actions since it is, in fact, the same thing.'04 We
 are not judged, rewarded, or punished, by any power or according to any standards
 external to our own, evolving, historical experience.

 Proudhon did not always speak in such general and abstract terms, however,
 nor was he at his best in such discourse. His writings abound with more particular
 and concrete arguments and insights that present his view more effectively. Few
 men of his time were as sensitive as he to the full range of the critical problems
 inherent in the political, economic, and social developments of the nineteenth
 century. Those problems surpassed in complexity, if not in profundity, any that
 western civilization had yet encountered, and Proudhon sought, with an idea of
 justice that he took to be humanity's central and persisting element, to untangle the
 knots that most men simply accepted, fatalistically, and proposed either to live with
 or to cut. That he undertook this perhaps impossible task is the principal reason
 that his theory sometimes approaches incomprehensibility in its richness and com-
 plexity, and probably also that he has been largely ignored since. According to
 temperament, it seems easier simply to live with the knots, in pragmatic accommo-
 dations of conflicts, as did the conservatives, or to cut them, in an arbitrary choice
 of institutions and values, as did the radicals.

 Proudhon, however, sought a rational and moral solution that would simul-
 taneously preserve and advance the civilization that is our common inheritance,
 and that he assumed to be humanity's progressive destiny. The key is his theory of
 immanent justice, but he always insisted that he did not invent it. He found it
 implicit in all the scientific work of modern times, whether in analysis of man,
 society, or nature, and also concealed in the symbols of religious and philosophic
 thought. His theory of immanent justice is together demonstrated and explained
 in his theory of society as a collective being, though composed of free individuals;
 of the economy as a great association of mutuality, in which work can be truly free
 and productive through reciprocal guarantees; and of the political order as a fed-
 eral system, in which justice alone is authoritative and voluntary agreements deter-
 mine all else.

 It can be said also, however, that Proudhon was always at his best in criticism.
 The alternative to his theory of immanent justice, or justice according to the Revo-
 lution and science, is justice according to Revelation, justice in the religious per-
 spective, wherein justice and order are not natural to man, are always precarious,
 and must be imposed and maintained by authority. He bitterly condemned that
 "mania of spiritualism and transcendence which, in an otherworldly interest, seems
 to have taken the responsibility of turning everything in the world upside-down,
 which has made of work in general a curse and of each skill an incompetence, as
 it has made property a privilege, alms a virtue, science an exhibition of pride,
 wealth a temptation, servitude a duty, Justice a fiction, equality a blasphemy, and
 liberty a rebellion." 05 Whether or not this is necessarily true of all Christian and
 other religious thought, it has certainly been true of much of it, and particularly

 1 Ibid., Vol. IV, pp. 348-352.
 10 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 108.
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 740 THE WESTERN POLITICAL QUARTERLY

 that dominant in early nineteenth-century France, and Proudhon's bill of particu-
 lars is practically a portrait of an unjust and frustrated community.

 Liberals of the day would not recognize Proudhon's indictment, however,
 convinced as they were that an adequate truth and justice had been largely real-
 ized in the new constitutional regimes, except for a few peripheral problems
 caused by a few agitators like Proudhon, exploiting the vices of the masses. Per-
 haps with the hope of enlightening them, Proudhon noted that "we pride ourselves
 for our discoveries, our progress. Certainly we have a right to take pride in them.
 But it is not less true that concerning the physiology of societies and the move-
 ment of States we do not yet know anything. We operate on hypotheses; in the
 most civilized century ever nations live one with another without security, without
 principles, without faith, without rights. And because we have no certainty, no
 faith in anything, it happens that in politics as in business the confidence so sought
 for since 1848 has become a utopia."106 This is the result of eclecticism in philoso-
 phy, in which the mind declares its bankruptcy and the conscience, its irrelevance,
 and the world drifts.

 Proudhon was not the only one to condemn eclecticism, however, and to pro-
 pose social reform. Many of these were socialists, companions of Proudhon in a
 concern for the condition of the working classes. But, as they quickly found out, he
 was not their companion when it came to solutions. The cause of social reform
 had in 1848 been severely undermined by dissention among the socialists, and the
 principal reason for this was the competition among diverse "systems" proposed for
 organizing the economy, all by some sort of authority. At least, so Proudhon
 interpreted their proposals.

 His objections to their ideas, particularly vigorously expressed because he saw
 them more powerful contenders for leadership than those of the weakening bour-
 geoisie, were well expressed in a retrospective analysis a few years later. He wrote
 that "neither conscience, nor reason, nor liberty, nor work, pure forces, primary

 and creative faculties, can without destroying them be mechanized, be made
 integral or constituted parts of any subject or object whatever. They are by nature
 outside systems. Their reason for existence is within them, and their reason for
 action is to be found in their works. In this is the human person.. .""07 Justice
 alone, no system and no machine, but a flexible principle of mutual respect and
 service, can organize humanity without destroying it.

 "It is a fact," he argued, "that despite the inequities that dishonor it society
 subsists through Justice, that civilization develops only through its support, and
 that it is the principle of all the happiness that our species enjoys."'08 Proudhon
 would certainly have agreed with Jacques Chabrier's evaluation, that his doctrine
 of immanence "restores his dignity to man, and in making that dignity the crux of
 justice he rejects any further submission of humanity to a transcendent principle
 or a hierarchy within humanity.... In sum, he substitutes a justice made of liberty

 10 War and Peace, p. 10.
 107 Social Revolution, p. 148.
 108 Justice, Vol. I, p. 415.
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 and equality for one of hierarchy and authority."109 It is small wonder, then, that
 in full awareness of the difficulties of realization he could still sing: "The right, is
 it not everything to man, and is not justice more in itself than life, love, wealth, and
 liberty?" 11o

 1 Jacques Chabrier, L'Idie de la Rdvolution d'apris Proudhon (Paris: Domat-Montchres-
 tien, 1935), p. 27.

 0O War and Peace, p. 201.
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